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Velocity-space pictures of continuum electrons produced by slow, bare, highly charged ions
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Velocity-space pictures of the electron continua produced by the impact of ions on He and Ne have been
measured for the bare projectiles ofp, He, C, O, and Ne at a projectile velocity of 1.63 a.u. For the three highly
charged projectiles, this velocity lies in the ionization ‘‘threshold’’ region where electron capture dominates the
reaction. The electron velocity-space distributions for these cases are concentrated near the velocity of the
projectile, not near the saddle-point velocity, and seem to ‘‘saturate’’ at a nearly universal shape. The data are
in qualitative agreement with CDW-EIS calculations.@S1050-2947~97!08909-9#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 39.30.1w
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of continuum electrons in the collision
slow, bare, highly charged ions with light targets~in this
case, He! has been the object of discussion for more tha
decade. Highly charged ions with velocities very much b
low that of the target electrons tend to capture electrons f
the target into bound states on the projectile, and only ra
leave them in the continuum. It was suggested by Olson@1#
that electrons removed from the target could escape cap
if they are stranded on the saddle in the potential formed
the two receding positively charged ions. The physical p
ture is reminiscient of near-threshold Wannier@2# ionization,
and, indeed, continuum electron production via collisions
this low energy has many features in common with thresh
photon and electron impact ionization. Olson’s suggest
was supported by both classical trajectory Monte Ca
~CTMC! and coupled channel calculations@3,4#. Experimen-
tal evidence for ‘‘saddle-point’’ electrons was reported
Olson et al. @5#. Considerable controversy followed, wit
subsequent experiments both supporting@6–8# and disagree-
ing with @9–14# this identification. A common theme of th
experimental papers has been the effort to confirm or d
the importance of saddle-point electrons by asking whe
the continuum electron energy spectra display a maximum
the velocity,vs , with which the saddle moves asymptotical
(vs5vp /@11Aqp /qt#), wherevp is the projectile velocity
andqp andqt are projectile and final target charges, resp
tively! and whether this maximum moves appropriately w
changes inqp .

Several problems have contributed to the confusion s
rounding the identification of a saddle-point feature. Mo
previous experiments have been carried out at a single l
ratory angle, from which it is difficult to see a comprehe
sive picture of the electron velocity-space distribution. E
periments carried out with nonbare projectiles a
complicated by intersystem electron-electron interacti
@14#. Finally, experiments seeking the saddle-point feat

*Present address: NOVA R&D, 1525 Third St., Riverside, C
92507.
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should ideally be carried out in the so-called threshold
locity region. This region does not simply correspond to t
matching of the projectile velocity with the target electro
velocity, as might be expected. As discussed in Refs.@15–
17#, the projectile velocity at which electron capture ceas
to dominate direct ionization is dependent on the projec
charge, and is given approximately byvmin5qp

1/4I 1/2, where
I is the target ionization potential in a.u. andqp the projectile
charge. Thus the threshold velocity region corresponds
velocitiesv,vmin . For largeqp , velocities above 1 a.u. ca
thus be low velocities when judged by this criterion. Mo
experiments, especially those with multiply charged proj
tiles, have used higher velocity projectiles.

This paper reports comprehensive velocity-space pictu
of soft electron spectra produced by the impact of slow, b
ions of p, He, C, O, and Ne on He and Ne. An earlier pap
has presented similar velocity-space imaging data for bar
and protons on He, and we include some of those data
for completeness. In this paper we focus specifically on
question of saddle-point electrons for highly charged proj
tiles, and present data for a single velocity but over a w
range of projectile charges and for two different targets.~A
brief account of some of the present results are in Ref.@18#.!
The experiment avoids the problems listed above in t
comprehensive velocity-space spectra are measured foall
laboratory angles, only bare projectiles are used and, for
three higher charged ions, the velocities are well bel
vmin . This last criterion is not met for thep and He21 data,
and those data are included here only for comparison. For
three most highly charged projectiles, the results sh
clearly that no saddle-point ‘‘feature’’ can be identified fro
the comprehensive velocity space distributions of the c
tinuum electrons. Indeed, the spectra for these three pro
tiles seem to ‘‘saturate’’ at a nearly universal spectral sh
centered much nearer to the velocity of the projectile th
that of the saddle. For the two lighter projectiles considera
population in the saddle region is seen, but it is perhap
matter of semantics whether these are to be called sad
point electrons, since the major spectral feature does not
with projectile charge as would be expected for a sadd
point feature.

Part of our motivation for performing the experiment f
2000 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 2001VELOCITY-SPACE PICTURES OF CONTINUUM . . .
the three highly charged ions in this low velocity region
that two definite ‘‘mechanisms,’’ have been proposed
ionization in this region, based on theoretical treatme
@19–26#. These are the ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘ T’’ processes discusse
by many authors, and especially addressed in the langua
hidden crossings. TheT process, which corresponds to
saddle-point mechanism, is expected to leave electrons
tered nearvs @22,26#. The S process, which promotes elec
trons directly into the molecular continuum at small intern
clear distances, is expected to leave the electrons nea
velocity of the center of mass of the system. For hea
highly charged projectiles, this means nearvp . Both total
cross sections@26,27# and electron continua have been eva
ated for these processes forp on H using hidden-crossing
techniques. The only continuum electron measurement
ried out in the threshold region seems to be that of Pieks
@28# for p on H, which showed a total energy spectrum co
sistent with that expected forT process electrons. Doerne
et al. @30# have recently presented electron continua show
evidence for saddle-point electrons forp on He above 5 keV.
For bare, highly charged projectiles, only total cross secti
have previously appeared@15,29#. No quantitative theoretica
evaluation of the expected electron continua forS and T
processes, or any other coupled channel calculation for
continuum spectrum, has appeared for a He target.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The velocity-space distributions were measured using
experimental apparatus discussed in Ref.@31# and repro-
duced in Fig. 1 for convenience. The beam from the Kan
State University EBIS passed through a collision reg
filled with He or Ne gas at a pressure of a few tim

FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus used.
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1026 mbar, where it both captured and ionized the target
transverse electric field of 420 V/cm transported the He io
onto the face of a two-dimensional position-sensiti
channel-plate detector~PSD!. In this strong field, each He
ion travels nearly in a straight line, and provides they-z
coordinates of the position at which the reaction occur
~see Fig. 1 for coordinate system!. The ion flight time was
also recorded to identify its charged state. The electron
projected the other way onto a second PSD, where its p
tion of arrival in they-z plane, relative to that of the ion, wa
used to calculate they andz components of the velocity with
which the electron departed the reaction. This calculat
relies on knowing the flight time of the electrons to th
detector, which is calculated on the assumption that
transverse velocity (vx) of the electron is small. This turn
out to be a very good assumption, as the experimental res
show thatvx is typically below 0.5 a.u., corresponding t
transverse energies below 3 eV. A triple coincidence m
surement was performed~electron, He ion, and charge-sta
analyzed projectile! to identify collisions in which a single
electron, a He1 ion and a bare projectile exited the reactio

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional plots of the velocity-space continuu
electron distributions, projected into thevz-vy plane, for various
bare projectiles on He and Ne atvp51.63 a.u. The solid and dashe
lines locatev50 andv5vp , respectively.
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2002 56M. ABDALLAH et al.
Other final channels were also recorded and used to per
control checks on the electron velocity calibration, but a
not the point of this paper.

The electron velocity spectrum so obtained correspond
the projection of the full velocity-space distribution onto t
y-z plane. Since the collision has cylindrical symmetry abo
the z axis ~no collision plane is determined in this expe
ment!, this is sufficient to uniquely determine the electr
velocity-space spectrum, although no attempt to unfold
‘‘radial’’ transverse electron momentum spectrum has b
made. Similar momentum-imaging techniques for electr
have been used by several previous authors@31–34# and are
commonly used for recoil ions@35#. The more complete
measurement by Doerneret al. @30# for p on He extends this
technique to determine the collision plane and recoil mom
tum as well. For the electric fields used here, electrons w
longitidunal momenta up to 2 a.u.~54 eV! were covered
without loss.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows contour pictures of the velocity-spa
y-z spectra for the five projectiles. These spectra repre
ds3/dvW , integrated overvx . The vertical lines indicate the
positions of the target-centered (v50) and projectile-
centered (v5vp) continua. For proton bombardment, fo
which 1.63 a.u. is already near velocity matching, the sp

FIG. 3. Slices of three velocity-space distributions for Ne
uvyu,0.1 a.u., projected onto thevz axis. The kinks atv5vp are
due to cusp electron production.
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trum is seen to have considerable population in the ce
between the two velocities, or in the vicinity of the saddle
the asymptotic final potential. As the projectile charge
raised the spectrum narrows in the transverse direction
focus onto thez axis. In the longitidunal direction, the cente
moves nearer the projectile velocity. This is just opposite
the way the velocity of the asymptotic saddle point moves
qp increases.

Figure 3 shows projections from the spectra of Fig.
corresponding to slices invy near the beam axis
(uvyu,0.2 a.u.). Such a projection enhances features
dominate only for small transverse momentum. In particu
the ‘‘cusp’’ peak, which appears routinely as a strong feat
in electron spectra taken at zero degrees, is seen in t
projections as a ‘‘kink’’ in the spectra at a velocity equal
the projectile velocity. The cusp feature is weak in our p
sentation because we are integrating over thex component of
momentum, which tends to deemphasize sharp features,
because we are presenting the entire cross section pictur
a linear scale, and the cusp peak is a very weak contributo
the total cross section for these collisions. This peak is a
somewhat attenuated by the finite resolution of the pres
experiment, which is discussed in detail in Ref.@29#. Since
that discussion is rather complete and involved we cho
not to repeat it here. For the present cases, the fracti

FIG. 4. Projections of the data of Fig. 2, for the He target, on
~a! the longitudinal (vz) and ~b! transverse (vy) axes. The saddle
point velocity is denoted asvs .
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56 2003VELOCITY-SPACE PICTURES OF CONTINUUM . . .
momentum resolution is typically between 4 and 8% invz ,
and below 8% invy . To each of these should be added a
absolute resolution contribution of approximately 0.1 a.u
The appearance of the kink at the velocity of the projectil
serves as confirmation of the correct calibration of th
z-velocity scale. Our spectra are qualitatively very similar t
those of Vanjaiet al. @36#, who measured the projectile en-
ergy loss spectrum for ionization of He by protons.

Total projections of the spectra of Fig. 2 onto the longiti
dunal (vz) and transverse (vy) axes are shown in Figs. 4 and
5. These spectra have been normalized to the same p
height in this figure. The shapes of the longitudinal spect
are seen to ‘‘saturate’’ at a nearly universal shape for th
three highest charged projectiles. While it is expected th
the projectile potential dominates the motion of the electron
for such a collision system, it is less obvious that the con
tinuum electrons will so closely accompany the projectile i
velocity space, since they are easily captured into boun
states if they end up spatially located near the projectile.

In Fig. 6 we show a continuum-distorted-wave-eikonal
initial-state ~CDW-EIS! @37,38# calculation for He, which
qualitatively reproduces the saturation effect and the cente
ing of the continuum on the projectile. The calculation als
reproduces qualitatively the narrowing of the distributions i

FIG. 5. Projections of the data of Fig. 2, for the Ne target, ont
~a! the longitidunal (vz) and ~b! transverse (vy) axes. The saddle
point velocity is denoted asvs .
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the transverse direction. We note that this calculation is
ing applied rather outside its expected range of validity, a
produces both cross sections that are too high in this reg
and spectra that are too sharply peaked on the projectil
has been previously noted by McCartney@39# that CDW-EIS
provides no evidence for saddle-point features for sev
projectiles on H. We have no quantitative evaluation ofS
andT process predictions for such asymmetrical systems
is clear that that no dominance of saddle-point electrons n
vs , to be associated with theT process, is to be found in th
experimental data. It remains to be determined from calcu
tions whether theT process really predicts such a feature f
such systems.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented velocity-space picture
the electron continua produced by 1.63 a.u.p, He, C, O, and
Ne bare projectiles on He. The spectra are quite focu
along the beam axis for the three highly charged projecti
but show no sign of centering about the saddle-point velo
except for the proton-projectile case. Instead, the projec
spectra tend to saturate at a nearly universal shape cen
near the projectile velocity as the projectile charge is rais

FIG. 6. Theoretical CDW-EIS calculations of the transverse a
longitidunal velocity distributions for the He target. These distrib
tions are to be compared to the data of Fig. 4.
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This feature is qualitatively, but not quantitatively, repr
duced by CDW-EIS calculations. In spite of the many ye
of effort that have been dedicated to understanding c
tinuum electron production in simple collisions sytems, th
seems as yet to be no theoretical calculation which prov
a fully successful quantitative treatment of the process of
energy ionization by highly charged ions.
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